NICKER’S RETREAT, LLC SHOW REQUIREMENTS
The night BEFORE each rider MUST:
Prepare their horse to include:
Bath
Mane pulled
Bridle path clipped
Fetlocks clipped
Tail combed out
Prepare their tack to include:
Saddle cleaned
Bridle cleaned
Girth cleaned
Clean saddle pad
Prepare trailer to include:
Sawdust in trailer
Hay bag filled and in trailer
Water bucket
Pitch fork
Brushes
Tack
Crop
Fly spray
Sponge/rag/towel

The MORNING OF the show each rider MUST:
Arrive at the barn dressed to show! Wear clothes over your show clothes to stay
clean. There is not enough time to get ready at the show. Arrive at the barn with
a responsible adult at assigned time.
Catch and feed their horse
Groom their horse
Put their horse’s shipping boots on
Load their horse in the trailer
Follow the horse trailer to the show

NICKER’S RETREAT, LLC SHOW REQUIREMENTS
Once we ARRIVE at the show each rider MUST:
Park in designated area
Unload their horse
Each horse MUST have a human with them AT ALL TIMES
Do NOT leave your horse unattended for ANY reason
Use a SAFETY KNOT to tie their horse to the trailer
Take off shipping boots and place INSIDE the trailer
Tack up and go to the proper ring to warm up
After warming up, give your horse hay and water
Attach your rider number to your jacket and follow instructions
At the END OF the show:
All riders must remain AT THE SHOW until the entire team is ready to leave
Load all tack and equipment in the trailer
Clean up all trash
Load hay bags into trailer
Shipping boots on their horse
Load horses into trailer
Follow the trailer back to the barn
AFTER the show back at the barn each rider MUST:
Unload their horse
Take off shipping boots and clean them
Turn their horse out or feed if necessary
Unload their tack and put away in proper places
Clean the trailer
Empty hay nets
Empty trash can

